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The complement of state is a complex type in the Chinese complement system, it 
rarely has corresponding syntax in other languages, which makes it a difficult point in 
teaching Chinese as a second language. It is worth studying in the aspect of Chinese and 
Chinese teaching. 
Firstly, on the basis of previous research and from the angle of teaching Chinese as 
a second language, an analysis of the complement of state is made in syntactic, semantic 
and pragmatic aspects by searching CCL corpus and four sets of currently representative 
Chinese textbooks for foreign learners. In terms of syntax, the predicate of the sentence 
could be Verb vocabulary and Adjective vocabulary; the complement could be Adjective 
vocabulary, Verb vocabulary, Subject-verb phrases, Pronouns and idioms. In terms of 
semantics, the complement could point to the subject, the object, the predicate and even 
the hidden subject or object. In terms of pragmatics, the complement of state is usually 
used when the action has occurred or is occurring, but it can also be used when the action 
doesn’t occur. 
Then, an error analysis of the complement of state by second language learners is 
made through an investigation on the learners. The result shows that: the overall 
acquisition by the students is not very good with a low correct rate and a serious 
avoidance phenomenon; advanced students learn better than intermediate students, but 
they also have fossilization problems in some sentence patterns; the correct rate of the 
European and American students is higher than Asian students. In terms of syntax, the 
acquisition of the simple sentence patterns is relatively good, while the acquisition of the 
complex patterns is very poor; the syntactic errors include omission, misuse, incorrectly 
adding and disordering. In terms of semantics and pragmatics, they are well mastered by 
the students, but there are still some errors. The reasons of the errors include language 
transfer, overgeneralization of target language and the improperly handling by the 
teaching materials and teachers.  
Finally, based on the Chinese and error analysis, a comparison and evaluation of the 















that the textbooks mainly focus on the syntax but neglect semantics and pragmatics, and 
there are many shortcomings in each aspect. Then, this dissertation provides some 
suggestions on textbook compilation and emphasizes that the design of the complement 
of state should be based on the dynamic contextual background, which could also include 
the aim of training syntax and semantics. 
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确使用“得”字状态补语的只占 41%；收集的大约 20 万字的笔头作文和平时的作
业中，共收集到 239 句状态补语，其中有偏误的句子占 47.7%，偏误率极高[4]。 
 
表一：北京语言学院现代汉语精读教材各类补语使用频率 
补语类别 句数 百分比 
趋向补语 1476 38.02% 
结果补语 1238 31.89% 
情态补语④ 349 8.99% 
可能补语 315 8.11% 
动量补语 216 5.57% 
时量补语 183 4.72% 
数量补语 71 1.83% 
介宾补语 25 0.64% 
                                                 
① 吕文华. 关于对外汉语教学中的补语系统[J]. 语言教学与研究，1995（4）. 
② 注：即本文的状态补语。 
















带“个”字的状态补语 9 0.23% 

















































































































































































































































（1992）总共概括了补语的六种语义指向：补语指向 V、补语指向 V 的主体、补语
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